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In the latest issue of Iron Man, Tony Stark takes a huge risk that might cost him everything in
order to stop a powerful, cosmic powered villain. Iron Man 3 has plenty of problems but the
most glaring are those story elements that simply make no sense in the MCU. Iron Man put
together a ragtag team of minor Marvel heroes, and they all would've died without the
impressive powers of a Defenders hero. From protecting a lost love to saving his own miserable
existence, M. The MCU improved Iron Man immensely, introducing a whole new fanbase to the
Armored Avenger and making him extremely popular with general audiences. Marvel is great at
keeping secrets, but it spoiled most of Iron Man in its trailer. However, they saved one iconic
line for theaters. Iron Man has created armor for all occasions, including some to beat his own
Avengers teammates, but can metal stop a god? Tony Stark is a complicated character with a
series of issues, meaning that Iron Man is not always the heroic figure he is made out to be.
Pepper Potts stuck by Tony Stark through multiple situations where she would've been more
than justified in leaving him behind for good. Iron man had an entertaining cartoon series in the
'90s. Armor Wars II was a 9 issue storyline that put Tony down a new path of problems he would
have to deal with for the remainder of his time as a hero. One of humanity's greatest minds was
Tony Stark, but House of M changed his relationship with his armor, his father, and the world in
general. The MCU's Iron Man could defeat or hold off almost any foe, but some characters could
challenge him more than others. Iron Man is definitely a contender for smartest character in the
Marvel universe. But among the brainiacs of DC, he doesn't even crack the top Over the years,
he has made numerous dodgy decisions to the point where it is impossible to mention every
single one of them. Iron Man fought his way out of a lot of sticky situations, but there were
some battles he didn't exactly deserve to win. Watching or reading things twice will give you a
different perspective, as well as make you see things you couldn't before. Here are 10 easter
eggs! As Marvel's heroes resort to increasingly desperate tactics in King in Black, one Avenger
may be compromised by the symbiotes already. Being a superhero can take its toll on any
character as it puts a lot of stress on their personal livesâ€”something Tony Stark knows only
too well. During Iron Man's team-up with M. K, Tony Stark's request for backup just revealed
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